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INTRODUCTION

Pu rpose of th is G u ide
You are interested in the PIRG because you have a concern about

some particular issue related to the well-being of people and other
lile on the planet.

Although there are many ways you can volunteer with the PIRG as an

individual (i.e. research for credit, working in the office, etc.), most

people choose to work collectively on issues with others - what

PIRGs callAction Groups or\(orking Groups.

This guide will provide you with basic information on how to address

your issue through working with the PIRG in an actionzfuorking

group.

Although you will find reading the entire guide usefrrl, if you are

planning to take an active role in the PIRG, a must read is the section

on Rights and Responsibilities.

D on' t Reina ent Th e Wh e el

The people who worked on this guide want your initiatives to l)c

successful, Nothing has been included in this guide arbitrarily. ln
using the guide, your action/working group may overcome or avoid

common problems that plagued other action/working groups and

reduced their effectiveness.

ttelp Build A More Effectiue PIRG

Building a positive social change movement means more than

working on one issue - it means working in solidarity with other

people. Remember to always connect the PiRG's name to your

action/workng group's actMties and projects. In this way, you

support the work of other action/working groups - for instance, a

new action^^/orking group will benefit from the name recognition of

the PIRG because other actiony'workng groups helped to raise the

profile of the organization.

Building a positive social change movement also means offering other

activists what you have learned. How many times have 1,ou thought,
"if only I had known that in the first place. . . "? Reflect on what works

and what doesn't for your action&orking group and pass that on to a

staff or board person - or on to WPIRG for inclusion in the next

edition of this Guide.

Action/Working G rou Ps

Action/working groups are essentially collectives - groups of people

who voluntarily agree to work together on a common issue towards a

common goal while sharing responsibilities and decisions equally.

PIRGs use the "action/working group" model in order to achieve. , ,

More impact - The power of a lot of people workng together is

enough to make changes where one person can do very little.

More ideas, energ4 end hole - It's easier to keep

working on issues against seemingly insurmountable odds when

you're doing it with others who want things to change too.

More issues - Rather than the Board of Directors or Staff

deciding what issues and projects should be undertaken, participants

choose. Everyone becomes involved in social change because a

particular issue has touched their life - PIRGs aren't here to pick your

issue, just help you (and others) work on it. However, while you

won't be told what issue to work on, PIRGs have finite resources and

can't address every issue that participants bring forward.

More dfficulty -utaita second, this is actually a reason?Vell, it

may be the most important reason. Our culture values self-presewa-

tion and competition, so naturally, hierarchy and domination prevail.

Today power is concentrated in the hands of well-organized individu-

als and corporations who have extraordinary power to make decisions

that affect all of our lives. The best way to begin to undermine that

power and privilege (and encourage democratic and iust communi-

ties) is for each of us to learn how to work on creatiug a culture based

on equaliry and cooperation - beginning with our own action/

working group.

Why PIRGs
use the
Action/

Working
Group

5tructu re

What Action/
Working Groups

Can Achieve

3
INTRODUCIION

One of the most common mistakes an actiony'rorking group makes is

not thinking big enough. riflorking through a PIRG puts considerable

resources at your disposal. You have experienced, well connected

staff people to work with, a university campus fulI of faculty, students

and facilities, and the credibility earned by an organization that has

been at the forefront of environmental and social justice work in

Onario for over 20 yean, The resources are there, you iust have to use them,
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YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO PIR6

PIRG sTRUCTURE

Working For Change
During your career as an activist you will likely feel, occasionally at

least, periods ofhopelessness, You may feel helpless in a system

where: those with power seem so distant and unshakable, most

people appear apathetic, and the media ignores all ofyour hard work.

At times like these it is important to remember that you are not

working alone and that there is a long and inspiring history to all

efforts for social change.

lnCanada, the rights and privileges presently accorded to individuals

and groups are all the result of long and often bitter strugglesl

Access to affordable post-secondary education, unemployment

insurance, welfare, health insurance, minimum wage, affirmative

action, abortion, equal pay, subsidized daycare, environmental

protection. . . were not given to Canadians by a generous government

concemed about the well-being of the majority, but as concessions to

campaigns for justice being waged bv people like yourself. Granted

these measures are not complete or adequate, but remember people

make it happen!

Similarly, issues like women's liberation, anti-racism, accessibiliry,

lesbian-gay-bisexral liberation, environmental protection became

public issues and mass movements from the efforts of committed

individuals, Even a cursory glance at the day's papers will reveal

articles dealing with issues and concerns being discussed that arose

out of the struggles of actMsts around the world.

Obviously it is not possible to summarize a couple thousand years of
history in several paragraphs. But the history of social movements is

as exciting and inspiring as any romantic novel. You, as a member of

PIRG, while typing up minutes, putting up posters, and organDing

events are continuing in the long history of socia.l change.

Sometimes it may not seem so romantic or dramatic, but keep in

mind the efforts ofyour peers, your predecessors and those that will
follow.

Students, around the world, have always played a central role in social

movements. Students have made invaluable contributions to a diverse

range of struggles for iustice, For example students are central actors

in the campaigns to: free Burma from a brutal dictatorship, end

apaftheid in South Africa, end government involvement in the arms

ilrJ. a Europe, and prevent the logging of Clayoquot Sound'

Asizable proportion of activists in unions, non-govemmentai

orgunirrtioni, community groups, and others learned their skills and

anilysis as sudents in a campus organization'

PIRGs provide an excellent setting to learn how to make a difference

it.y ur. neither an exclusively campus or community organization'

but provide a way to bridge the nvo spheres'

Activism is a skill that needs to be learned like any other' In a truly

participatory democratic society an educated and sklled citizenry is

essential to its continuance'

@

P I RG Structu re
Fee-PaYing Members

Student fees are the primary funding source for PIRGs' In addition to

tuition, students (undergraduates and/or graduates andlor part-time)

pay a levy to the university which is then paid out to PIRG' The fee

,na , p.tioa of time when you can choose to have it refunded varies

frorn ptRC to PIRG. Other people may purchase memberships

tt rougt the PIRG office. Fundraising and successfu l grant applica-

dons provide additional sources of funds'

Volunteers

Volunteers are people who choose to take an acdve role in the

organization by woiking with others in an 'action/working group' or

by working in the office or on a special proiect"

Board of Directors

After volunteering with PIRG in other capacities, some participants

choose to run for a position on the Board' Unlike action/workng

groups, the Board oi Dir..to,t doesn't work on specilic issues' While

ithei ,olunteers put all of their energy into addressing issues'
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YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO PIRG

Directors make sure the PIRG isn't forgotten in the process by
focusing on the long-term viability of the organization - ensunng an

offlcc and resource centre is maintained, staff are hired and
supervised, adequate actiyist training for volunteers is provided, the
PiRG's profiie and credibiliry is maintained, and the finances of the
I']IRG are handled in a responsible fashion.

Directors agonize oyer how the finite resources ofrhe organization
should be allocated [o best serve the needs ofall volunteers. The
Board sets a yearly budget, in anticipation of expenses related to
maintaining the office and resource centre, training for volunteers,

and issue-related projects.

Vhile incidental costs of issue-related projects are generally coverecl,

you or your action/working group might want to approach the Board
about money available for bigger initiatives (or where funding might
be available).

Core staff

Core staff provide continuity in tlris cvcr-r'lurrrgirr,q orguniz;rlion.'l'ltcy
carry out critical basic tasks that maintain tlrc integrily ol rlrc
organization (like bookkeeping and training), essisl. parrit iprrrrls in

their actMsm, and provide connections to other activists and thcir
organizations. OPIRG core staff are members of the Canadian Union
ofPublic Employees (CUPE) Local 1281.

Grant staff

Grant staff are hired on contract by the PIRG to work on speci,fic

projects - the majority of grant sraff hired are students.

The OPIRG Proai,ncial Board of Directorc

The OPIRG Provincial Board is comprised of two members from each

local PIRG (one local Board member and one permanent staff

person), This Board deals with matters such as networking meetings,

provincial training schools, responding to enquires from students

interested in establishing a PIRG at their school, and other decisions

that require a collective response from the PIRGs.

Rig hts & Responsibil ities
Everyone has expectations - you have come to the PIRG because you

expect the PIRG to help you address some issue. Conversely, PIRGs

have expectations ofvolunteers and they are outlined h the following

rights and responsibilities:

@
AII PIRG volunteers have the right to equal treatment regardless of
race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship,

creed, gender, sexual orientation, age, record ofoffences, marital

status, famiiy status, or handicap and have the responsibilit,v to

uphold these same rights of other people.

Although this righrrc equai treatment seems obvious, from a practical

point of view, working together cooperatively is not easy.

People have different amounts of'power' in our societybased on

attributes that have gained dominance in our culture, such as wealth,

class, race, gender, or sexual orientation. In fact, all of the environ-

mental and social injustices that exist today stem from inequality of
power - iniustices that you will struggle to address through your

workwith PIRG.

However, powerinequalities exist in PIRG, just as they do in the rest

ofsociety and the task set before each ofus is to build critical self-

knowledge - to become aware of, and reflect on, the power society

has arbitranly bestowed on each of us.

If we reject building this critical self-knowledge we inevitably

dominate overothers, intentionally or not, ironically siiencing people

we are supposed to be working with to rcdress injustices.

Equal
Treatment
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RI6HTs AND RESPONSI BILITI E5

Volunteers

Action/
Working

GrouPs

@
Ailvolunteers have the RESPONSIBIUTY to:

> Recognize and promote diversity within PIRG and the larger

communitY.

> Treat others with respect and consideration'

> Participate in PIRG sponsored training programs'

> Maintain the credibility of the organization, at least to the extcnt

of ensuring that all facrual claims made in public, in advance of

being made public, are supported by research which could

withstand reasonable scrutinY.

> Use reasonable iudgement in making clecisions lnd act prudcrrtly;

that is, MTHIN THE LAV and in a fashion that does not

jeopardize the organization.

> Follow through on commitments and noti$/ the appropriatc

person when your obligations cannot be met'

> Check with staff before using the PIRG's name in any corrcslx rttr I

ence or Public action.

> Remit to the PIRG any fees or honorariums you receive wltilt:

representing your actiony'working group andlor the PIIiG'

ActionAVorking Groups have the responsibility to:

> Seek approval to operate as an actionlworking group'

> Useconsensusdecision-making'

> Keep staff and board informed of decisions involving actions' 't'lris

helps the PIRG direct interested volunteers to your action/

*oihng gtorp. Furthermore, it provides a mechanism to ensul('

that act]ory'working group goals and the manner in which they

are achieved are consistent with the mandate of the PIRG'

> Recorci all actions, along with any information collected' and

these records (or copies) should be left at the PIRG'

> Should promote the PIRG whenever possible'

9

YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO PIRG

RICHTS AN D RESPONSIBILITIES

@
> To be treated as a co-worker (and not iust free help) with respect and

consideration'

> To have the oppoftunity to experiment and to receive feedback in a

suppoftive way'

> To be recognized for your knowledge' experience' and effort and

receive a letter of reference if necessary'

> To be appreciated and thanked personally'

> To have money raised through you or your action/working group's

fundraising effo't' dtditateito'your proiect or action/working group'

> Finally, if you need assistance' ask for it - staff and board members are

here to assist You'

What You
Can ExPect

from the
PIRG

@

L\
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Action orking Group Structure
There are two kinds ofgroups; where only one person or a few
people in the group decide what th. rrrjrr" rhould be and what
actions should be taken while.the remaining group members cary
out task; and where rhe needs, opinions, ,nJ ia.r, of each person is
as important as the issue and the group collectively labours to find
common ground and share responsibilities equally.

PIRGs are only interested in fostering and supporting the latter _ but
in order for a group ro operate in that way, ,n.r. n.!a, to be some
Klnd of structure. Otherwise, when people are passionate about an
issue and full of ideas, meeting after m..ting.rn lusrend up being an
intellectual exploration of the issue or a conirsing barrage of ideas for
action.

Sometimes. even if a group manages to get it together and carry out
actions, if they never discussed what thiy hopeJ to accomplish or
why theywere carrying out the actions, iroup ,.rfr.rs may end up
very disillusioned about the resuhs. feopte ttren become frustrated
and give up on the action/working group, not because they don,t care
about the issue, bur because they felt like very ltde *rs neing
accomplished.

Below is adiagram illustrating the basic structure action/working
groups should use, followed by a description of each critical
component:

ORGAN lzl NG YOU R ACflONA/VORKI NG GROU P

Consensus Decision-Ma ki ng

Consensus is a group decision-making process where all members are

heard and the group works toward reaching a decision that is

acceptable to everyone. The consensus process attempts to construc-

tively deal with the range of opinion which naturally exists within any

group.

Consensus will only work when participants make a serious commit-

ment to using consensus, are respectful and supportive of each other,

and are like-minded (serious division of opinion on fundamental

issues destroys the essenilal cohesivenbss of a group).

Consensus is not unanimiry. Reservations or differences on a

particular issue may still exist within the group - individuals may

prefer a solution other than the one that is adopted. Consensus is

reached if everyone in the group is willing to accept a decision and

they feel it is the best possible decision which can be achieved under

the circumstances.

@
Advantages

of Using
Consensus

Making decisions through consensus will often take more time and

patience than simply voting, So why use consensus?

> It provides an equal opportunify for everyone to contribute

information and have their opinions recognized.

> It decides without voting, so there is no "losing" and "winning"

side.

> It results in a stronger decision because everyone can willingly

give assent to an idea and therefore participate more fully in its

implementation.

> People get a chance to hash things over and as a result often

develop better proposals. A quick vote leaves a lot of creative

ideas in the dust.
I> It discourages backoom politics and encourages openness.

> It attempts to break down traditional power structures that

generally ignore people from marginalized groups.

SETTIN6
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CONSENSUS DECISION.MAKI NG

@
To use consensus effectively, group members must agree that the

BEST decisions will reflect the thinking and agreement oiall
members,

1. Utrify ofpurpose
There should be a basic core ol agreement within the group. Of
course thete will be many areas where group members have

l'arying opinions about what is best - but there must be a

uni$,ing base that is recognized and accepted as a common

stafting place by all members.

2. Equal access to power for all members
There should be no formal hierarchy which gives any member

more authority than other members. Additionally, there should

be an effort to share informal distribution of power, There is no

"director" clr "president" and aJl members contribute and

participale equally, despite differences in seniority, assertiveness,

and other personal qualities.

3. Time
The process oldeveloping an effective consensus gloirp rcquircs

time spent on group process and lelations between members as

well as time spent making decisions. Consensus groups can often

work very smoothly and efliciently to make effective, stable

decisions, but a dificult consensus decision cannot be rushed. If
your group does not have the time to devote, or the patience to

use the time , consensus will be thwarted.

4. A willingness to attend to process

The way group members work together to reach decisions is

impoftant and needs attention. Menibers of a consensus group

must be willing and able to spend group time discussing process

and working towards necessary changes in the process, as well as

attending to tasks and decisions.

5. A willingness to attend to attitudes

Consensus works well when group members are willing to work

cooperatively and when they feel they are able to trust each

other. This requires a commitment by individual members to

examine their own attitudes and to be open to change, Such trust

and cooperation also requires a caring group communifywhich

supports the development ofthese attitudes.

Using
Consensus

Process
Du ring

Meetings

oRCAN tzrN6 yOUR ACilONANORKIN( GROJi
CONSENSUS DECISION-MAKI N6

6. A willinpess to learn and practice skills

Skills for meeting parlicipation, facilitation, and communication.

The group must encourage and assist ail of its members to

develop these skills for the group to work well as a whole,

At the beginning ofthe meeting, confirm that everyone understands

and agrees to use consensus decision-making. For each agenda item,

there should be a clear statement outlining what needs to be decided

(see the next section on effective meetings for more tips).

> If adequate discussion develops without signiflcant controversy

to a point where an acceptable opinion is identified, the facilitator

can anr-tounce what the apparent decision is and tbst for

consensus (i.e, "Y/e seem to agree that,, . Is everyone satis-

fied?. , . Have we missed anything?') and then move on to the

next item.

>- If the issue is contentious, only a minoriry has expressed their

views, or the issue is of central importance to the group and

requires a major decision, you may want to do a "go-around" and/

or "brainstorm". A "go-around" gives all members an opportunity

to express their opinion (without criticism from others), thereby

identiffing any outstanding concerns or possible solutions. A

"brainstorm" involves allocating time during which the group

generates ideas freely - without editing, discussing or rejecting

anything. Both methods can result in a more representative and

creative list of concems, positive aspects (list these in front of the

group), and alternative solutions to a problem.

> In order to foster meaningful discussion, you can break up ilarge

group into smaller ones (of three to six people) which then

report back to the larger group with the results oftheir discus-

sions. Generally, people are more comfortable fleshing out ideas

in smaller groups - in largergroups, people tend to hang back

and a long speakers list cfl preclude meaningful input'

> The decision made must be ciear to everyone. Fiave the minute

taker read out the decision,

> At a subsequent meeting, evaluate the success of the decision.

@
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Occasionally, one, fivo or more members of the group may have

sufficient concerns about a decision that they withhold their consent.

They should not be pressured to give-in and their concerns should bc

heard and respected - group members have a right to disagree,

You might wart to try:

> Resuming discussion to find a creative solution everyone can

endorse.

> Postponing the discussion and tackling it again when everyone

has cooled ofl

> Getting more information to make reaching a decision easier.

OrTry:

> .dsking those rvho disagree if they would be willing to "stand-

asirle". People will sometimes let a decision go fonvard even

without their agreement, providing the decision doesn't

fundamentally undermine the group; the group has

acknowledged and recorded their dissenting ideas; they won't lrc

asked to take on tasks related to the decision; or, that the

decision cloes not set a precedent and the decision can be

reviewed at a later date (perhaps at the end ola trial period).

Or, finally:

> If none of these strategies work, bring in someone who is not in

the group to facilitate (perhaps a staff person or board rnember).

> Ifthe issue is so divisive as to be unresolvable, the group can

either drop the matter to preserve the group or those who

disagree can leave the group.

Aiso refer ro the appendix Consensus: Possible Solutions to
Somc Common Problems,

Effective Meetings

lng redients
for Effective

Meetings

Make your meetings a regular thing - in the same place, at the same

time, and as often as your actiony'working group feels it's necessary -
it will be easier for people to remember if it doesn't change all the

time and for staff to direct new volunteers to your actiony'working

.group.

\(hen choosing a meeting place consider if the location is wheelchair

accessible and whether it is safe for women (i.e. not in a deserted

building or poorly lit area).

@

@
> The meeting is necessary and the purpose is clear.

> The meeting is held in a comfoftable setting.

> An agenda is prepared (and circulated before hand ifpossible).

> Meeting starts and ends on time.

> Meeting norms are clear. *

> Following the meeting people feel satisfied with the outcomes or

productivity level of the meeting.

> Membem feel that their input was encouraged and feel good

about being a member of the group.

+ PIRG action/wor:king groups share responsibilities among

members and use consensus decision-making. \flithin that

general equality, particular roles and responsibilities are accepted

by individuals (i.e. facilitator, minute taker, time keeper). It is

important that these roles are rotated among members io

promote full involvement ofthe membership and avoid dispari-

ties in knowledge and skills.
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Using an
Agenda

Facilitator's
Role

Agendas help to focus the action/working group when it meets - that

way people don't get frustrated with a meeting because they don't
know where it's going or how long it will be. Here is a rypical agenda

format:

E Record the date, place, and who is attending.

E Go around: have everyone in the group say how they're doing,
give announcements, mention if they have to leave early, etc.

O Review last meeting's minutes.

fl Review this meeting's agenda making any additions/changes.

tr List all of the agenda items with who the presenter is and how
much time you want to spend on it (don't underestimate - this

will lead to frustration and people leaving early).

E Review priorities: review tasks undertaken and who is

responsible.

E Evaluate the meeting: was everyone comfortable about the

process.

E Set dateltime for next meeting and identify who will facilitate.

@

@
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EFFECTVE MEETINCS

FACILITATOR'S ROLE

> Indicates whose turn it is to speak and keep a speakers list if too

many people want to talk and never allows a discussion to

develop and continue between two people;

> Verbally checks for agreement (consensus) when the group is

making a decision;

> Repeats back to the group points made, decisions made, tasks

identified, and who is responsible for tasks;

> Monitors tone of the meeting (mood-minding - do people need

a break?);

> Monitors discussion so no one individual or point of view

dominates;

> Acknowledges and addresses conflict and discomfort (it doesn't

go away if you ignore it);

> Asks someone else to facilitate if in a conflict of interest or is too

involved in the item up for discussion;

> Makes sure new people are acknowledged and introduced.

Facilitation should change from meeting to meeling. Generally, the

person who records the minutes should facilitate the nefi meeting

(that way, they can refer back to the previous meeling when

preparing the agenda). By rotating the role offacilitation, everyone

develops the skill and the aclion/working group doesn't end up

relying on (oroverburdening) one person.

For large groups, contentious items/meetings, or when someone is

new to facilitating, it's a good idea to have two people facilitating (one

person keeps track ofand sums up discussion, while the other person

keeps a speakers list),

Finally, it is the responsibility of everyone at the meeting io
"facilitate themselves" and/or step in and help if someone requires

facilitation assistance.

> Only directs the process, riotthe contenr, and never makes

decisions/or the group;

> Makes sure there is an agenda for the meeting by reviewing the

previous meetings minutes;

> Introduces agenda items and defines the decisions that need to
be made;

> Keeps discussion focused and moving;

> If the cliscussion becomes repetitive, the facilitator should sum

up and move the discussion fonward;

>- Makes sure everyone is encouraged to speak and all input is

heard;

@
Time Keeper's

Role > keeps the group aware of how much time is left for each item

(i.e. flashes time left) and if time is running out the group should

be infonned and an open decision should be made to stop

discussion or continue (avoids frustration or boredoml).
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EFFECTIVE MEETIN65

Minute
Taker's Role

Keeping Records

Keeping minutes of your meetings is crucial, Minutes help you to
maintain continuiry between meetings and assists your action/
working group in evaluating its effectiveness. Minutes should be

concise and as brief as possible and it is essential to include:

> Alistof items discussed;

> Decisions leached;

> Actions and who has committed to undertake them;

F Discussions are onlysummed up if there were dissenting points
of view;

; Keep a list of items that come up that should be on the agenda

for the nex meeting.

Action/working group minutes should be kept in the oflice, along

with any other material (i.e. newspaper clippings) collected.

@

Documentation allows anyone in the organization to come up to
speed with what your actionfuorking group has been doing. Some of
the benefits:

> Helps someone decide if theywant to join your action/working
group.

F Easier to prepare newspaper articles, news releases, etc.

> Action/working group members can find out what happened at

the last meeting if they missed it.

> Months oryears afteryour action/working group has disbanded,

your records could assist others in their work on the issue.
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Action/Worki ng G rou P Comm ittees
The irony of a few members complaining about how much they have

to do while others are left wondering what to do is iust too common

to be funny, Try establishing committees of two or more people to

share burdens (and responsibilities). Some of the possible commit-

tees you might consider @rainstorm on others):

> The Information Committee would keep the actionlworking

group informed of recent developments on the issue through

monitoring the media, liaising with other groups, etc.

> The Media Committee would write up news reieases, letters to

the editor, or articles for submission to the student newspaper.

> The New Members Committee would ensure that new people

would be introduced to other members, receive orientation to

the issue and the PIRG, what the action/working group has done,

and what is being planned. The new member could then choose

their own committee to work in. AII too often, a new participant

finds their first meeting a totally alienating experience - things as

simple as personal introductions are often neglected - needless

to say, many new participants never return.

> The Display Committee would ueate an information dlsplay that

could be used by the actioryfuorking group during any public event.

Action/working group members can be on more than one committee

and can swjtch committees periodically. The advantages:

> A single person isn't burdened with a responsibiliry and new

members won't feel all alone with a task.

> Less'concentration of knowledge and skills, Sometimes one

person can become the "expert" in their group with a particular

role or task and when they leave; the group needs to scramble to

fill the void.

> New members willbe better integrated into the group. They wiil

have an opportunity to work with people who have been in the
' 
action/working group for a while and will quickly become

comfortable in taking on other responsibilities.

F Committees from various actiony'working groups could meet to

discuss fficulties and successes.
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Mission Statement
Your action/working group needs to write down a mission

statement - a short expression ofissue and purpose. The first step in

this process requires that the group spend time exploring why each

person is considering working on the issue. The action/working

group may spend time discussing these questions:

> Vhy are 1'ou interested in the group?

> Vhat do you hope to accomplish over four or eight months by

gening together with others on this issue?

> \{hat kinrl of a time commitment can you make over the next

four or eight months?

The next set of questions should be considered as a group. It will

help to further focus fie group's directions and activities and serve to

clari$, different members'agendas so as not to generate

confusion and conflict as the planning ofevents and the setting

priorities proceeds.

> V/hyis the group together?

> Vhat does the group hope to achieve?

> Vho does the group hope to reach?

In working out a clearly articulated mandate, it may prevent a action/

working group from arbitrarily throwing all of its energy into an action

that, in the end, members regret having spent all their time on. Two

action/working groups focusing on the issue of anti-racism could have

very different mission statements and thus, the actions that they plan

will likely reflect their different interests:

1. To expose racism on campus and to educate and iesearch around

the issue of racism.

2. To provide a support network for people of colour to discuss

anti-racist issues,

Another way to help develop a mandate and goals is the erercise,

'VhyAle \(e Here?' (see appendix).
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Setting Goa ls a nd
Developing Strategy

After establishing a mandate, an actionhiorking group will want to

assess just how much is collectively known about the issue. Another

set ofquestions that should be answered is:

> V4-rat do i know about this issue?

> What do I want to leam about this issue?

To ensure that everyone within your actionzfuorking group has an

equal amount of information on the issue, your group may want to

incorporate a "seminar/discussion" session into your meetings

(where one person prepares reading material or gives a brief or
establish an information committee to keep everyone up to date

(perhaps by preparing a brochure, or a binder ofinformation).

Consider some of the following aspects in planning actions:

E Brainstorm on actions that could be undertaken and consider

if the action/working group has enough people and time.

Tbe anti-racism group migbt choose to brainstorrn aromd
possible researcb projects, educational eumts, or projects tbat

expose the issue on campus - perbaps a statistically ualid suruqt

ofracism experienced b! people ofcolour on campus.

E Desired results: what does the actionrfuorking group hope to

achieve from the action (should be specific, measurable, and

make a difference).

The anti-racisntgroup may W to get media couerage of tbe

results of the surrE; an article in tbe studmt newspaper; an
interuiew onthe cam.pusradio station; deuelop a poster

carupaign tbat publicizes tbe statistics collected, initiate policy

cbange tbat will allowforfollow-up on acts of racism.

E Decision maker: identify one or two people who hold power

and could meet your demands.

The anti-racism group may W to find out what administator
would be in cbarge ofpoliqt changes.

E Tactics: what do you do to get the decision maker to meet your

demands - should be within your resources.

The anti-racism group rnight approacb tbe administrator with
tbe statistics collected and posibly a petition driue demanding
policy change would be an extra incentiue.

;t
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SETTINC GOALS AND DEVELOPING STRATEGY

E Outreach: how are you going to get popular supporr and get

people involved?

Tbe anti.racisrn group rnigbt consider a poster carnpaign be

designed to elicrt popular support.

E Allies: who are they and how can you work with them.

For example, could tbe anti-racism group Jind profesors and
studmt clubs wbo would support the distributionof tbe suruey

and sign tbe pelition.

fl Opponents: who are they, how will you deal with them, and can

they be swayed?

Q Timeline: design short-term, intermediate, and long-term goals

and attach dates,

Building Coalitions

Why A
Coalition 7

Single lssue
or Multi-lssue

(oalition ?

(hoosing
Allies

Building a coalition requires that individuals and groups representing

diverse interests be willing to focus on united goals, despite factors

that may dMde them, in a spirit of mutual understanding, patience,

flexibiliry and group sensitivily.

,) @

@

@

> Strength in numbers

> Takeonlargerissues

> Build credibiliry with other organizations

> Develop alliances that might be useful later

> Create a response to an issue that has broad appeal@

Ongoing Evaluation
It's important to evaluate how your action/working group is doing.

It's as important to recognize what is going well as what is not going

well. The process of trying to achieve your goals can be rewarding

even if you don't achieve them.

There are some simple on-going techniques that can work as ways to

avoid problems at an early stage: doing evaluations at the end ofyour
meetings; and appreciation events that celebrate successes. Plan time

to do an evaluation of an event or campaign. Some evaluatory

questions:

E is the group achieving its goals?

El How are the group dynamics (is there friction, ae some people

dominating, are some not being heard, etc,)?

E Are group meetings productive?

E Is enthusiasm high or waning?

E Do you feel you are learning and gaining any valuable experience

in your work?

E Is the group getting enough support from the PIRG?

Remember- Leam from your mistakes and your triumphs!

Building coalitions means bringing together groups that do not

always share similar agenda or agree explicitly on everything. Vill the

coalition organae around a specific issue or organize based on a

larger commitment to social change? Single issue coalitions can be

more effective in attracting interests from abroad based constituency,

preventing the coalition from diffusing issues and limiting support.

Multi-issue coalitions can raise people's awareness about the

interconnection of many issues rather than sacrificing political depth

for numerical strength, even if they do not attract large numbers of
supporters at first. Ultimately, both kinds ofcoalitions are needed to

change; one educates masses of people and the other analyzes the

underlying causes of problems
trl

A PIRG initiated coalition could begin by looking at other campus

organizations for possible allies. Then look to othei groups in the

community (i.e, unions and labour groups, etc.). Make sure that those

most affected by the issue will be well represented in your coalition.

Keep in mind that resources and people are already stretched to their

limits, so you may need to demonstrate how the coalition is consist-

ent with their organDation's goals and objectives in order to bring

them on-side.

THE ACTIVISTS'TOOL BOX
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Establishing
Basic

Principles

Developing
Strategy

@
It is critical to the success ofyour coalition that it doesn't leap into

projects without first establishing some kind of basic framework

outlining how members will work together. Coalition members

should consider:

> Vhat do you see as the real issue and how do you hope working

in a coalition will address it?

Record the responses on a blackboard and highlight the
commonalities and contradictions. Everyone can then see if a

common position can be developed.

> Howwill decisions be made?

There may be people who come as individuals representing only

themselves; others who also represent organizations but have been

given the latitude to make decisions at the coalition level without
going back to their group; and yet others who represent an organiza-

tion but are obligated to consult with their group before committing

to any action. A coalition's effectiveness can be impaired by a

lepresentative's group that insists being involved in every decision,

but pulled apart when a coalition does not respect nor accommodate

the needs of its constituent organDations.

> What kind of resources (i.e. time, office space) might you commit

to the coalition?

These answers will help when coalition members begin to discuss

possible actions.

@
Answering the following questions will darify the kind of actions the

coalition could pursue. :

> Iflhat is the ideal and what is the realiry?

> How do they differ, and what must be changed to achieve the ideal?

The desirable changes may come in awarcness about the issue, in

policy or legslation, or perhaps election of officials. Different changes

will callfor different strategies, Introducing basic PIRG actionrfuorking

group techniques (i,e, effective meeting and goal setting techniques) can

greatly increase the effectiveness ofthe coalition,

Fundraising

Benef its
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Action/working groups are usually provided with a small budget by

the PIRG, but many choose to supplement it through fundraising.

This section contains some suggestions and considerations for some

of the more common PIRG fundraising activities, but how you raise

1,our money is really only limited by your imagination. Be Creativel

Live band benefits can be both lucrative and fun, There are two ways

to go with them. You can either rent your own hall or work out of a

local bar, The hall route requires more organizing (obtaining a liquor

license for example), more money up front (hall rental and liquor)

and is riskier (if it flops, you will lose money). \(orking with local bars

is safer, There are fewerwories about losing money, and security,

staffing, and even some advertising is taken care o[ Generally, you

will get the cover charge proceeds and if the night is a real success

may even kick in a percentage of the bar profits.

A few suggestions:

> Local bands will often play for free for a good cause, especially if
they are looking for exposure. Ask around, someone at the PIRG

likely has a contact with such a band;

> Take along pamphlets, T-Shirts, your display etc. for both your

action/working group and the PIRG;

> Have a spokesperson thank the band and the bar over the sound

system (perhaps present them with something, like T-shirts);

> Acivertise widely with posters, newspaper ads etc. Try to get the

campus newspaper to run a feature on the band before the event

for some free advertising;

> If you do rent a hall and want a liquor license, you must obtain it

30 days in advance (get the form at an LCBO outlet).

@

@
Local merchants can often be persuaded to donate prizes for a raffle

in exchange for having their name mentioned in advertising. Check

to see if you require a municipal licence. Allow plenty of time (at

least a month) for ticket sales and hold the draw at a group event .

Raff les
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FUNDRAISIN(

Merchandising

Petitionin

Selling T-shins, coffee mugs, burrons, posters and anlthing else you

can think of does a great job of raising awareness of your issue while
you raise money. You can either get your own stuff made (talk to staff
for information on suppliers and about the PIRG putting up the initial
funds) or sell other groups merchandise on consignment. Rules

regarding merchandise sales from display tables vary between

campuses. Check with staff about both these rules.

@
g Govern ment
There are fairly strict rules and procedures you must follow to
petition the various levels of govemment. Contact your local MPA,IPP

or municipal office to request a complete set of rules. Make sure that
you are petitioning the correct level ofgovernment, The language

must be respectful. Petitions can be on either letter or legal size paper

The entire text of the petition must appear on each page.

Federal specifics:

> The petition must be addressed: "To the House of Commons",

> The petition must not be altered, commented upon, or have

attachmentS.

> The petition must contain a request, called a "prayer", for
Parliament to take some action (or refrain from taking some

action) to remedy a grievance. The "prayer" must be clear and to
the point, but "must not demand or insist" that Parliament do
something.

> The petition must contain a minimum of 25 valid signatures and

addresses (full home address or city and province).

Proaincial specifics:

> The petition must be addressed to either the Parliamenr,

Legislature or Legislative Assembly of Ontario.

> Each petitioner must print his or her name and address and sign

the petition.

> The petition must be free of erasure or insertions.

You will need a member of the conesponding level of government to
present your petition. Get prior agreement from this member before
you proceed as they are not obligated to submit a petition.

Letter, Phone, & Fax Campaigns

)1
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When you are working on a large issue like theJames Bay hydro-

electric proiect you can use a letter-writing or phone & fax campaign

to put pressure on the groups making the decisions. These tools

work well ardare quite easy to do. Here is what you do:

F Determine who are your targets (the people who can make the

decisions or influence them, . .) and get their full names,

addresses, phone and fax numbers

@
Letters

Phone & Fax

> Write up a sample letter for volunteers to use and make copies ;

> Usually it works best if people write their own letters, rather than

use a form letter, but they are better than nothing;

> Type up names, addresses, etc. on one page and make copies;

> At an information table or event, ask people to either sign a form

letter or wriie their own (on the spot if possible) and sign with
their own fuli name and address;

> Mail them as you get them signed and try to do it in a short time

to make more impact.

> Get a group ofvolunteers together and draw up a schedule for
making calls or faxes;

> Schedule people 10 minutes apart for calls, more often for faxes;

> At the appointed time, each person calls the office of the

decision-maker and asks to speak to them, but usually you won't

be able to so tell them whyyou are calling (e.g. concerned about

the proposed mega-project);

> kave your name and address and ask for a response;

> By fax send your letter and ask for a response;

> The purpose of allthis is to tie up the phone lines and the fax

lines as much as possible to make your point and by asking for a

response you are tying up stafftime and re-reinforcing your

point.

@
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Planning Events

Event
Considerations

Every PIRG sets money aside in their budget to support action/

working group initiatives - talk to a staff or board person about what

your actiony'working group wants to do. A few of the kinds of events

you may consider organizing:

Speakers A Readings A Conferences A Discussion Groups

Films A Popular Theatre A Demonstrations A Marches

Sit Ins A Street Closures A Civil Disobedience

letterlfriting A Pot Luck A Fundraisers and Benefits

Concefis A Press Conferences

InfoTables A Socials A Celebrations

@
Although each event will have its own requirements in terms of
organization and set up, consider:

>- Goals

Vhat do you want to achieve with the event? Vhat kind of follow-

up or action component should it have? (For example, will
people be invited to another event or to a action/working group

meeting?)

> TargetAudience
Who do you want to reach? Are you try1ng to attract a new

audience and not the same old crowd? (For example, do you

need to take the event to the audience, should it be offcampus?)

> fiming
Is it timely? Does it conflict with the plans of other groups? Are

students in the middle of exams/out of money? Is there a holiday

or long weekend that might interfere?

> DupHcation
Have there been similar events on the same issue? Would another

event be repetitive?

> Format
\flill it be a speaker, panel, film, debate, etc.?

> Budget
How much willit cost? Willit be worth what it costs?
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PLANNING EVENTS

General
Event

Checklist

Venue &
Equipment

Checklist

Promotion
& Media

Checklist

fl Have you involved staff or board members in the planning of your
event?

Q Have you sought cosponsors?

tr If you are presenting a panel or speaker series, is there gender
and ethnic balance? Do you have an experienced moderator?

E Have speakers, venue and equipment been confirmed in writing
(and reconfirmed)?

E Are you providing Sign language interpretation and childcare
subsidies?

E Have you planned for a PIRG informarion table at the door? tue
there other groups you could invite to put up displays?

D Can the eyent be recorded?

@
E Is the venue affordable, accessible, well known?

fl Do you require sound or video equipment that is not provided at

the venue and will it be delivered or does it require pick-up?

tr Vho is responsible for setting up the equipment?

tr Are chairs, tables, podium, water and microphones provided at
the booked venue?

tr \fiil the venue be open, or do you have to pick up a key prior to
the event?

@
tr \[ho are you targeting as an audience, and are you advertising in

the most effective ways and places to reach them?

E Is there another evenr or activity you can "piggy back" on to gain
more exposure and interest?

E Have you prepared and distributed an effective poster? Remem-

ber to send some to your cosponsors.

B Does your event waffant a press conference?

@
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Follow-Up
Checklist

Seeking
(o-Sponsors

E Have you issued a news release? Does it contain the 5 W's SVho,
\{hat, lVhere, When andVhy)? Is it on letterhead and recycled

paper? Does it include a contact name and number? The news

release should go out rwo to three weeks before the event, and

should be sent again on the day before, or early in the morning

on the day of the event, Have you followed up on the news

release with phone calls?

D Are there spokespeople available for interviews during and

following the event?

Q Have you sent out a Public Service Announcement (PSA) to those

media which offer the service? Remember, it needs to be 30

words or less and it should be sent out three weeks before the

event.

@
E It's important after every event to evaluate the planning and

organiiation. Take notes on the strong points and the areas that

need work for next time.

tr Send letters of thanks to speakers and any other groups or
individuals who went out of theirway to help make your event

happen.

D Clip or videotape media coverage and file in the office.

O Make notes on sympathetic repofiers, organizations, etc.

Co-sponsors essentially do two things: defer costs and increase

attendance. Co-sponsors potentially can help to build coalitions by

involving more people, but it can mean giving up complete control
(but that's o.k.). The more credibiliry your proiect has, the greater

your chances offinding co-sponsors. In your request, provide as

much detail as you can.

Before approaching potential co-sponsors you may want to consider:

tr lflhat role the co-sponsoring group is expected to play. Do the

co-sponsors work independently on a particular aspect? Do they

@
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PLANNING EVENTS

deal with the media independently? Or are you just looking for
money and prefer to do the work yourselves?

tr Get the formal approval of the PIRG board. This enables you to

take it to other groups as an official PIRG project.

E Have a budget prepared, with a list of the funding sources you

are approaching.

fl Let them know what other groups are involved, are interested, or
are being approached.

fl Ifuow what your proiect or event is meant to accomplish, and

how this will benefit the group you are approaching.

E Acknowledge all co-sponsors on event publicity! Send a thank

you note, and invite them to any celebratory occasions planned.

@
Booking

5peakers Arranging a speaker can be a simple matter of a couple of phone calls

and providing directions, or it can be a major production involving

negotiation of fees, accommodation and time schedules. Here are a

few things to keep in mind:

E I(henever possible, have one person act as the contact with the

speaker or the speaker's agent. When more than one person gets

involved, commudcation gets more complicated which may lead

to confusion and frustration for everyone involved.

B Be clear about the purpose of the event, other speakers involved,

and who is organizing it.

D What is the speaker's fee? Does the fee include transportation or
is that extra? Who will pick the speaker up at the airport/bus/train

station?

El Is the speaker willing to be billeted or is a hotel required? If
billeted, are there any special requirements (i.e, pet allergies,

diet, accessibility, etc.)?

Remember, some speakers often book months, sometimes years in

advance. Give as much lead time as possible.
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Orga n izing Dem

Establish
The Purpose

Demonstrations can be a powerful way to get your message across, or
be a colossal flop. The best advice that anyone can give you about

organizing a rally is to plan as carefully as possible. There will be many

details that need to be considered and there will always be unex-

pected problems.

There are a number of excellent manuals/books available that will
assist you in planning (see end ofthis section) or search out someone

near you who has previously orgarurcd one. There may be considera-

tions particular to your city or universiry that are impoftant but would

not get covered by a manual.

Any rally associated with PIRGs must be legal and based on principles

of non-violence. You may also choose to apply these guidelines in

organizing an action of civil disobedience, however, PIRGs do not

endorse iilegal actions.

The time required to organize a successful rally will varywith
circumstances. For instance, if you organize a rally to protest a white

supremacist concert, it may only take a few days to a week. However,

ifyou are using the ral1y to raise awareness on an issue such as East

Timor you may need four to six weeks (with other events leading up to rt).

o5

@
tr V/hy do you want to have a rally?

D Y/hat willyou gain from having a ralJy?

E What is the rally's focus or theme?

Rallies are no longer novel events. I[ is not uncommon in some cities

for more than one rally being planned on the same day, occasionally

at the same location! Ifyou are doing it to raise awareness and draw

some attention to the issue, you need to be imaginative. The section

on PopularTheatre in this manual might help you with some ideas.

It is best to have a rally as a culmination of a series of events and a

larger campaign, Xhis will help you develop some momentum for the

event, have helped create a network of support, and clari$, the

reasons for the rally. To simply organ ue a rally and not pay attention

to other forms of organizing is to severely limit the possibility of
achieving your goals.

Your Rally
Checklist
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ORGANIZIN6 DEMOS

@
Keep in mind the purpose of your event as this will often determine
many of the details of the rally. For example, suppose you are
organutngarallyin order to further a boycott you have initiated, It
would probably make more sense, and get more attention, to picket
outside the corporations headquartem, or a major distributor, than at
a government office.

E !flhere willyou hold it? Is a permir needed? Ifill ir auracr rhe
attention of those who you want to influence?

E What resources are required (i.e. time, money, volunteers)? Vrill
you need a p.a. system?

D Who will you invite to the rally (i.e. the media, speakers, honorary
guests, other organizations)?

tr Who will come ro the rally? Do you need to bus people in? \fiil
those in opposition to you show up (e.g. pro-war demonstmtors
to an anti-war rally, neo-nazi,s to analti-nirlirally, etc.)?

tr Are there any important negative considerations to the time,
place or date (e.g. the morning of December 25th would be a bad
choice)?

D How will you publicize the rally - posters, radio, flyers, class
speaks?

f How will you insure thar the rally remains peaceful? Will you train
monitors? Put it on publiciry materials?
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PoP

Characteristics
of PoPular
Education

An ExamPle
of a PoPular

Education
Tool

ular Education

> Everyone teaches, everyone learns;

> The starting point is the concrete experience of the learner;

F lnvolves a high level of participation;

> Is a collective effort;

> Is an ongoing Process;

> Leads to action for change;

> Stresses the creation of new knowledge;

> Causes us to reflect on what we've done to improve what we are

going to do;

> Strengthens the ability of people to organize themselves;

>- And it's funl

Popular education is an ideal learning tool foraction/working groups'

ifr".t lt. *r"V popular education rlsources filledwith exercises and

games you .urr*.1n yo" group and to educate others'

@
The tearning Tree is a great brainstorming tool' As a group

brainstorm about an issue using a tree drawn on a blackboard or a

large piece of paper. 
ia problem?> Branches = symptoms' How do you know there is

F Trunk = causes of the symptoms'

> Roots = institutions that support the cause'

) ieaves = solutions to the problem, keeping in mind not only the

,yrptoms but the causes and institutions that support the causes'

> Fruit = ideals. \flhat would the ideal world be like?

Popular education is often described as "education for critical 
.

consciousness". It is a process for strengthening popular organiza-

,*"ilti"on uetratr of production-oriented groups of the politically

*.rgr"rft .a. lt is aimed at ending economic. exploitation' political

Jotn'inrtion, culural dependency, and at building a new more

humane and iust socierY.

@
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POPULAR EDU(ATION

Popu la r Theatre
Popular Theatre is any kind ofskit, song, puppet show, rap, dance

andlor combination thereof, which is created to explore issues and

entertain spectators, Anything goes and anyone can do it!

> Role Play

Actors assume an identity and play out a scenario. This can

ground a theoretical discussion ofan issue in a more personal

way. For instance, racism within an office could be explored using

a scenario where one actor tells another that she is always late

because that is the way her people operate. The audience could
then discuss the effecs of damaging stereotypes.

> Sketches/Skits/StreetTheatre
These are scripted or improvised dramatizations that can be

repeatedly performed in high traffic public spaces to provoke

passers-by to think about an issue (and perhaps stop at an

educational display). Making large costumes, masla andlor

disguises can also add to this kind of popular theatre as does

music and singing!

P' $top Theatre
During this kind of sketch, members of the audience shout 'stop'

when they don't like what is going on and replace the actor.

During a skit about 'ending the silence about violence' an

audience member replaced an actor who was siient when told by

another actor that the loud shouting going on at the

neighbours 'always happened and was to be ignored'. This new

actor cclntinued the scene attempting to 'end the silence'.

> Puppets
Too shy to be an actor? Express your creativiry using puppetsl

The Puppets Against AIDS tour which came to Canada from

South Africa in 1992 inspired hundreds of people to create their

own skits about AIDS, educating themselves and others about a

very important, yet sometimes hard-to-talk-about, topic.

Anote about playwriting: You don't have to write down every line

or be entirely original. Borrowing and improvising (making up what

you're going to say and do at the time of performing) saves time and

is also fun and spontaneousl

/

\
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Prepa ring Posters

Posters will probably be your main way of communicating with your

target audience.

AJew things to keeP in mind:

O The title of your event is BIG and attention-grabbing

fl Use compelling graphics - diverse and representattve

E Terminology is gender-inclusive

tr The time, date and place of the event is clear

tl The cosr is indicated

fl It says sponsored by the PIRG, the PIRG LOGO is on it,

cosponsors are named, and you have a phone number for more

information

D Use either one-side-used or recycled paper (and indicate which

on the bottom ofthe Poster)

El Indicate if your event is wheelchair accessible and if you are

offering sign-language interpretation

Do Not:

E Clutter the poster with too much writing (use point form)

E Use graphics without checking copyright rules

RemeruberTo:

E Planyourposterwellin advance

fl Check university posting regulations and distribute poster to all

high traffic areas and throughout the ciry ifthe event is open to

the public

O Start a graphics file of relevant cartoons and other drawings

E Save a printed copy ofyour Poster
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Prod ucing Pa m ph lets
A pamphlet is among the best ways to promote your issue and action/
working group. A good one will ger your message across quickly and
clearly.

Here are a few pointers on how to go about it.

Content

E Don't overload it with too much information and write in
succinct plain language

tr Use graphics or photographs

E Use a "hook" in the title andlor introduction. Often a question or
shocking @ut true!) sratemenr will work. For example, "Forgot-

ten Genocide: The Story of East Timor" rather than "The East

Timor Action Group". Think of the issue rather than the group.

B Spend some rime examining other pamphlets in the office.
Chances are that the best ideas for presentation have been

thought of before.

E Don't forget to include information on how people can take

action,

Production

D Have a clean original thar can be copied on to coloured/recycled/
reused paper. Alternatively, get it printed professionally. Appear-

ance is very important.

tr Check out the PIRG Operating Manual. It has a detailed section
on leaflets, pamphlets, pos[ers etc. that is sure to be useful. dsk a

staff person where to find it.
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U sing The Med ia

Effective
(ommunication

Publicizing with a vanery of media can amplify your message and

expand your audience. The media can also play a role in setting the

agenda for political debate and public discourse.

@
>- Know your local media: their names, their work, their biases,

strong and weak points, and deadlines.

> Have one media contact person from your action/working group.

This helps establish personal contact and creates continuity and

consistency.

> Always assume that anything you express to the media will be

used. It doesn't matter if you tell them it's 'off the record' (there

is no suclr thing;.

> Take advantage of photo opportunities or events that will attract

the media and give colour ro the coverage.

> Emphasize what is being done and how you are taking action.

> Highlight the local relevance of your issue. Think of hooks to

draw media into your story. (e.g. tropical rain forest destruction

as a hook to propel us into the discussion of deforestation in

Canada)

) Have tangible examples on hand that help make your point. If
you avoid the abstract or theoretical arguments you will reach

more people,

> If you don't have all the facts, SAY SO! Get tiack to them with the

pertinent information or with some research under your belt.

> Avoid jargon, acronyms and abbreviations.

> Don't assume that repofters or the public will know the history of

the issue. Short backgrounders are always useful. A resource list

of experts or authorities that can verify information can help

the journalist out.

> Thank journalists for good articles and give them opportunities

for follow-up artjcles.

News
Releases
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USING THE MEDIA

@
The purpose ofa news release is:

)' To announce upcoming events (a public service announcement
is sometimes more suitable * an example of a pSA is the
"Upcoming Community Events" section in the local newspa-

pcr).

F To announce your stand on an issue

> To give background info or supplementary info to a news item.

Finally, consider which editorial desk your news release shoulcl go
to. Often the news desk is not 1,our only choice. l'here may be other
interested desks: family, life, education, university, world issues, etc.

How to write a news releasel

> Nolongerthanone page.

>- At the top of the page write 'For Immediate Release'

> Acatchyheadline.

> Coverwho, what, where, when, why. The first paragraph should
stand on its own as the hook, ancl answer at least 2 of the five
\(t's. As the reacler moves down the page the items should
Iessen in importance. Make sure you include a quotes. At the
end of the copy wrire '30' (a journalistic convention thar
indicates thc release is cnded).

> Include the contact person from your action/working group -
fieir name and pbone number. It's a good idea to have more
than one contact.

> Use letterhead! Letterhead is the property of the PIRG and

anl,thing printed on it must be cleared by staff andlor the board
of directors.
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Writing G ra nts
For large projects congider applying for a grant, Present your grant

idea to PIRG staff andlor the board of directors for approval as the

PIRG will be responsible for administration of the grant monies,

Y/hich grant? Youi project will be much better suited to some grants

than others. Picking the appropriate one will greatly increase your

chances ofsuccess. Talk to the granting agency up front and outline
your idea. They will tell you if your proposal has a chance.

E Talk to the granting agency staff. They will likely give you hints

aboutwhat the selection committee looks for.

E Answer all the questions, You would be surprised at how many

incomplete proposals are submitted - and rarely looked at.

E Your proposal must demonstrate that you have the resources and

expertise to carry the project through.

E Grant application forms tend to be similarly structured. Spend

some time reading successful applications. You can probably get

copies ofseveral from PIRG staff people.

E Be succinct and focused. A well written proposal is much more

likely to succeed.

fl Point out probable spin-offbenelits and projccts.

E Include a detailed budget - even if it isn't asked for. This shows

that the project has been thought through. Including other

financial backers aiso shows that other groups think the project is

worthwhile.

E Include names and phone numbers of "experts cbnsulted".

El Stress the volunteer component. It is often helpful to assign a

realistic cash value to volunteer time and material donations and

include them in the budget, This shows that the total value ofthe
project is higher thanthe amount of moneybeing asked for.

tr Tell the granting agenry what they will get out of it. For erample,

"Moneybags GrantingAgency's name wiil be included on all

publications and be mentioned at events".

E Getyourproposalproofread,

APPENDICES

G oa I Settin
"Why Are We Here?"

g Exercise
Materials: Post-it Notes (or scraps of paper), pencils, tape, some wall
space to stick or tape the post-it notes to.

Each member reflects on the following quesrions and fills out at least

10 post-it notes with one response on each note, without discussion:

> Vhyhaveyou joined the group?

> \Xhat do you hope to ger our of the group?

> Vlfrat do you hope to contribute to the group?

\flhen evcryone has complete<l rheir personal brrinsrorming one
persou volunteers to offer one of their responses, and so it goes

arour.rd the circle. Wth each contribution the facilitator takes the
post-it note and places it on the wall or board and in this way, cluster
similar responses together wirh the help of rhe group, The group will
also help the facilitator come up with name headings for each cluster.
Once all of the post-it notes have been shared and clustered, similar
headings can be grouped in order to condense the number of
headings, if this seems appropriate.

i.e.) . Socializing

- working with like-rninded individuals

- being part of a fun group
. Sharing Skills
. \X/ork on Issues olConcern

environmental issues

nativc rights

These might bc cxamplcs ofheadings and subheadings that come up
in the meeting, but bc opcn minded, anything is possible. Even jokes,

or silly responses can seffe to inform the group as to where people

are coming from and what they may have to offer the group. This
much of the exercise is interesting in itself but further processing can

be helpful too.

Note horv much the group has in common. See if there are gaps in
the resources of the group where you might have to reach out for
help. Observe where there are differences and how they might
compliment one another. Remember the facllitator guides the group
through discussion and does not need to knorv all the answers. See

Resource Manual for a Living Revolution pages 61-67.
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Consensus: Possible Solutions
To Some Common Problems

Possible Solutions if ..

sotneone is disrespectful to others, sem'st, racist
or condescending
> Restate the original values and norms of the group, "Ve

originally agreed to value each othefs opinions, even if we

disagree";

> Appeal to consensus rules;

> Remind them that we are all equal.

. . . sotneone is sulking uncooperatiae
> Pull them back in, "We need to hear your reacrion ro the last

suggestion";

> Say directly to the person, "Everyone's ideas are needed" or
"lt is important in consensus that everyone share their
views".

sotneone is only bearingthefirst words people
say, tben cutthem off, or dominatingthe
conuercation
> Use a'talking stone' t0 help people talk who have been cut off;

> Review consensus rules;

> Have time limit for speakers which facilitators enforce;

>- Use a 5 second rule: no one can speak untii 5 seconds after

someone else has finished speaking;

> Directly address what's going on;

> The facilitator should thank them for their opinion and ask

another member for theirs ;

> Encourage people to self-facilitate.

...someone is attacking tbe person not the issue
> Name the behaviour, "Iet's discuss the issue here";

F Encourage people to be constructive, not destructive.
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(ONSENSUS: POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO SOME COMMON PROBLEMS

...sorneone is taking eaerything personally
> Remind them that their viewpoint is important, but we need

to hear everyone's views for consensus;

..,sotneone is withdrawn, not participating
> Chat individually at break time to draw them out, gain their

confidence;

> Do not single them out, have a go around;

> Positive reinforcement for their suggestions when they do
participate;

> Provide periods of silence so there is room to speak, J

second rule;

> Do not interrupt when they are speaking,

...meetings are regularly too long
> Set time limits at the beginning of the meeting and stick to it;

>= If you are going to extend one agenda item, agree (by

consensus) to shorten the time for a less important item;

F Have strict facilitation, use speaking stone and speaking time
limirs;

> Clarifywhat decisions need to be made;

> Write it up as a clear question for all to see and keep refering
back to it to keep discussion on track;

> Set agenda and time limit for the next week's meeting at the

end ofeach meeting;

> Time keeper use hand signals for "time up" when someone is

rambling or dominating;

F Summarize mmbler's points;

Y Keep a speakers list;

> Review problems in the meetings everyso often.

...people bring their own (bidden) agendas to
dominate the meettng

> Make sure that the agenda is reviewed and agreed to by the

group before the meeting begins;

> If discussion wanders then refer back to the agenda as the

agreed topics of debate;
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> Ask questions and encourage everyone to bring out all their

issues/concerns.

.,.metnbers of your group haae ertrerne aiews
(polarization)
> Facilitator can stress that compromise is important to reach

CONSCNSUS;

> Recognize the validiry of dissenting groups;

> Allow time for emotions to cool down, take a break;

> Make sure everyone agrees on what the common goall

objective is to keep the group focused.

...people aaoiding conflict, giaing in, always

Wingto be nice, tbenfeeling resentment

> Talk to quieter members on breaks to find out theirviews

and encourage them to speak during the meeting, don't
speak for them;

> Clearly state how important dissent is within the consensus

process, and that without the views of all members, the best

decision cannot be arrived at;

> Don't be angrywith someone who disagrees;

> 'Clear the air'', ask people to state any problems that they

might have with a decision before consensus is reached, do a

go around;

P Don't rush consensus, seek out disagreement "I sense that

you have reservations that need to be discussed more";

F Leave spaces for quiet/shy people to provide input.
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